For a two point win over the egg toss at the hands of Chi’s quartet of Tom Goyette, Jim Bottino, Mike Toney, and Colleen Tierney of Phi Pi Delta. At the end of the second day of the Games, the score was Phi Pi Delta 41, Sigma Chi 27.

On Monday, Phi Pi Delta opened their lead at 54-45 by winning the tug of war at the hands of Nancy Collins and T.J. Latham. That night at the Woods Nightclub, with shots of "The Rose" still ringing in their ears, Phi Pi Delta’s John Coned and Stephen Kranz won the Chili Chow, and a while later at D’Erics and Jeff Numanlin took the Flora Pugna.

The following day didn’t result in much happening. The only event that mattered was the tug of war. The final score of Phi Pi Delta 62, Sigma Chi 42.

Other interesting events of the Games, especially to Tony Roberson, Geoff, Steve Hughes, and Jeff Numanlin. But the biggest story was the defeat of Chi by Delta’s John Coned and Stephen Kranz, taking the Chili Chow, and a while later at D’Erics and Jeff Numanlin took the Flora Pugna.

The final score of Phi Pi Delta 62, Sigma Chi 42.
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The final score of Phi Pi Delta 62, Sigma Chi 42.

The story of the Games, the score was Phi Pi Delta 41, Sigma Chi 27.

On Monday, Phi Pi Delta opened their lead at 54-45 by winning the tug of war at the hands of Nancy Collins and T.J. Latham. That night at the Woods Nightclub, with shots of "The Rose" still ringing in their ears, Phi Pi Delta’s John Coned and Stephen Kranz won the Chili Chow, and a while later at D’Erics and Jeff Numanlin took the Flora Pugna.

The following day didn’t result in much happening. The only event that mattered was the tug of war. The final score of Phi Pi Delta 62, Sigma Chi 42.

Other interesting events of the Games, especially to Tony Roberson, Geoff, Steve Hughes, and Jeff Numanlin. But the biggest story was the defeat of Chi by Delta’s John Coned and Stephen Kranz, taking the Chili Chow, and a while later at D’Erics and Jeff Numanlin took the Flora Pugna.

The final score of Phi Pi Delta 62, Sigma Chi 42.
SERVICE Above and Beyond The Call Of Duty

To the Editor:

As this time of year when everyone has something negative to say, I would like to take a moment to recognize all the people who work hard regardless of what others think.

J.J. Bonner: for keeping a firm grip on the budget, requiring me to work throughout the 4th quarter without any margin of error. and for not letting me look at the Chamber budget again.

Kathy Zupperoli: for being unfriendly during meetings, and for not allowing any dissenting viewpoints.

Chas. Johnson: for showing a poor work ethic, and for not being punctual.

I would like to respond to a few of the activities in April and May, specifically SGA’s “Committee.” I believe in a student body that is open to criticism and for being seen as a non-partisan organization.

I urge all students and student groups to continue to support the SGA and to vote on the past audit committee and that it didn’t matter if there was an outside group reviewing the financials. The organization is the student body and if the SAUCC and have the broad scope of committees and the willingness of the students to examine the financials. I believe the SGA’s past audit committee will always be the most qualified.

To the new Senators, we all need your help. We will all miss you.

Sincerely,

The Comment, Monday, May 13, 1985

The Comment is a student-run and managed newspaper serving the students of Bridgewater State College. The newspaper follows the guidelines of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as a student publication and is produced by The Comment, a student-run organization. All content is the property of The Comment, a student-run organization. All content is subject to copyright. Additional content is available upon request. Any writing appearing in The Comment, a student-run organization, is protected by the American University, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324. Telephone: (781) 748-1200, ext. 1208.
Dear Editor,

I attended last night's SGA meeting at which Steve Mello and Paul Fitzgerald were sworn in as the new Chief Justice of the Senate.

I was very impressed at the way in which Steve Mello and Paul Fitzgerald were sworn in as the new Chief Justice of the Senate.

To the Editor:

At this time of year, when everyone else has something interesting to say, I find myself wondering what I have to offer.

At this time of year, when everyone else has something interesting to say, I find myself wondering what I have to offer.

As for the other comments, they are all very valid and make good points. However, I would like to add that the issue of student senate and its relationship with the administration is a very important one.

As for the other comments, they are all very valid and make good points. However, I would like to add that the issue of student senate and its relationship with the administration is a very important one.

I also want to say that I appreciate the efforts of the Senate Post-Audit and Oversight Committee in their work on this issue.

I also want to say that I appreciate the efforts of the Senate Post-Audit and Oversight Committee in their work on this issue.

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to the Senate for allowing me to share my thoughts on this important issue.

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to the Senate for allowing me to share my thoughts on this important issue.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Editor-in-Chief

Carrie Killick

To My Fellow Students:

I feel that I have a few things to say about the SGA's functioning.

I feel that I have a few things to say about the SGA's functioning.

First of all, I want to thank those students that have helped me with this project.

First of all, I want to thank those students that have helped me with this project.

Secondly, I would like to respond to a few of the points raised in the article in the April 29th issue of the "Comment":

Secondly, I would like to respond to a few of the points raised in the article in the April 29th issue of the "Comment":

The importance of this committee is that it allows the students to have a voice in the operation of the Senate.

The importance of this committee is that it allows the students to have a voice in the operation of the Senate.

I hope that you will take the time to read this article and consider the points that I have made.

I hope that you will take the time to read this article and consider the points that I have made.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Chief Justice

Patrick Menes

As far as the authority of the Senate is concerned, it is beyond the scope of these proceedings to discuss the powers and duties of the Senate. However, it is clear that the Senate has the power to initiate and conduct investigations, and to make recommendations to the administration.

As far as the authority of the Senate is concerned, it is beyond the scope of these proceedings to discuss the powers and duties of the Senate. However, it is clear that the Senate has the power to initiate and conduct investigations, and to make recommendations to the administration.

I would also like to express my gratitude to the many other students who have contributed to this project.

I would also like to express my gratitude to the many other students who have contributed to this project.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Carrie Killick
**Busy Semester**

Four members of the club S.A.M.S. spent an enjoyable and educating weekend in New York City. The expedition was headed by one, Mike Romano, President of S.A.M.S. The students met at the Union early sat­urday morning and loaded the two vans that were to take them to the Big Apple. After a quick stop to Cape Cod, the group was headed south.

The students arrived at the St. Regis Plaza in New York, located in the center of the Village, proved to be the group's favorite nightspot. The shops are an important part of the annual student's experience at Bridgewater, as it is the place students first see when they arrive.

The success of the road trip can be attributed to good planning. The two vans were a large part of the success of the trip. We are thinking of taking part in future activities and hope you are too.

**Sigma Chi To Sponsor Scholarship**

By Tony Fantauzzi Contributing Writer

It was with great pleasure that the Theta Zeta Chapter of Sigma Chi at Bridgewater State College recently announced a new scholarship that will be available to students. The scholarship has been established by the Sigma Chi Club and is open to all students.

The scholarship has been established by the Sigma Chi Club and is open to all students. The scholarship is open to all students and will be available to any student who has a GPA of 3.0 or higher.

The amount of the scholarship will be determined by the Sigma Chi Club and will be based on the GPA of the student. The scholarship will be awarded to a student each year.

**WANTED DINING ROOM PERSONNEL**

*Experience helpful but not necessary*
*Willing to train if you are willing to learn*
*Excellent earning potential*
*Must be able to work flexible hours*

Apply in person or call for appointment

Elena's Restaurant
293-5337
Halifax, MA

An equal opportunity employer

**Forensics's Results**

The Bridgewater State Foren­sics Society recently conducted their annual DECA competition. The competition was held in the Human Communication Speech Competition. Speakers were required to deliver a speech of six minutes or less. The results were:

- 1st place: Kim Bolt
- 2nd place: Wayne Southard
- 3rd place: Meg Costa

**COLLEGE STUDENTS**

We are a large national group of college students that seek to unite and promote the interests of college students. Our group is open to all college students and we meet on a regular basis to discuss the issues facing college students.

**ALUMNI AWARD $23,000 IN GRANTS, $10,000 IN SCHOLARSHIPS**

More than 220 grants in excess of $10,000 to students and college, and more than $10,000 in scholarships for outstanding Bridgewater students. The scholarships will be awarded to students who have demonstrated outstanding academic achievement and leadership.

Dr. G. T. Indulcita, Chair of the Department of Social Work, said that the scholarships will be awarded based on academic excellence and leadership.

Dr. Indulcita said that the scholarships will be awarded based on academic excellence and leadership.
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“It’s on S.A.M.S.”

Fourteen members of the club S.A.M.S. spent an enjoyable and educating weekend in New York City. The expedition was headed by Joe, Mike, and Mr. Smith. The students left the Union early Saturday morning and landed the two vans that were to take them to the Big Apple. After a quick trip to Cape Cod, the group was headed into Manhattan.

The students arrived at the St. Thomas Plaza in New York City, in the heart of Times Square. The place was lit up, interesting, and thrilling. Times Square was lively, Washington Square was empty, and the campus of the Village, proved to be the group’s favorite hang out. The over stimulation of cities could be seen in the students and manifested itself as well as in the thousands of people who passed them.

After a good night sleep, the students woke at 9, and ventured back onto the city. Throughout Manhattan, the group traveled sights, downtownes, and all around, and went to the world trade center proving to be most interesting. The urban scene seems to elevate the city even more, and enhances the 1300 trading firms and organizations. With one stop at the center, one stops over a quarter mile up in the sky, on the observation deck you can see the beauty in all directions while taking in spectacular sights of the city. The view is marvelous. Washington Square Park was busy, and the Student Union Building was always alive.

The financial center of the nation—Wall Street, the Stock Exchange and the Federal Reserve Bank—are all within easy walking distance.2nd Center. Many of the attractions offered throughout the weekend were free. Central Park, a large park on the northern edge of the city, and a strange contrast to the surrounding urban atmosphere. Miles of untamed land is surrounded by big city living.

The success of the road trip can be attributed to good planning. The interest of the group and the success of S.A.M.S. Members of the club are excited about taking part in future activities and hope you are too.

Dr. Francis Shaw Ryan

Sigma Chi
To Sponsor Scholarship

By Tony Calvett
Chairman, WINTER 1985

It was with great pleasure that the Theta Zeta Chapter of Sigma Chi at BSC is sponsoring a $500.00 scholarship at Bridgewater State College. The chapter is excited to contribute to the education of tomorrow’s America. Though it is our first scholarship contribution, the future is bright and hopeful the amount of the scholarship will continue to grow.

The Brothers of Sigma Chi and the Little Sisters with everyone involved have been integral to the success and hope you all have an enjoyable summer.

By Tony Calvett
Chairman, Winter 1985

忙 semester

更多于$23,000的奖学金已授予教师、学生和大学，其中超过$10,000的奖学金用于扩大奖学金项目。这使我们能够更好地支持我们的学生和大学。

Dr. Gerald L. Indelicato，Class of 1935, turned out in strength and donor a check for $23,000 in honor of his late wife, Helen Lambert, for the $2,340.00 in scholarships to the recipients of the Class of 1915 Scholarship.

When the Alumni Association asked Dr. Indelicato to become National Chairman, he accepted a check for $10,000 and $500 to purchase video tape equipment for use in conjunction with the Irish Voice in America memory in the college gardens.
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Tribute to Dr. Larson

John F. Kennedy spared the fate of Civil Rights on our watch. Walt Disney created the Magic Kingdom. Thomas A. Edison created a foundation year. 1983: William D. McFall presented an exhibit, "The M.axwell Library presents the exhibit, More specifically, the city of Taunton. This (PHASE) didn't come from the vast resources of 1983 that I came to Bridgewater son was a different type of from textbooks, his lectures of what is morally right, didn't shape our lives of history. The late Dr. Robert Science was one taught take from Dr. Larson.

The late Dr. Robert Science was one taught take from Dr. Larson.

...his father's vision of the future of Civil Rights in our nation, as he opened my eyes to new dimensions prescribed. He also shaped my beliefs. During his senior year at Bridgewater, Dr. Larson was my senior for all my students, his student government. I was proud of the fact that my plans to be a military officer in the med.
*The Firm Needs Firming Up*

By Mark Avery

Staff Writer

I saw The Firm last Tuesday at the Boston Opera House. The Firm, as you may be aware, is a British blues rock band that plays in New York on Friday and Boston on Saturday. The group was scheduled to play at the GBH in Boston on Friday following the cruise date. Only one entry per person. It is a late show and a fun party. I was there last week. I was not there last week.

Three can only be two winners a week, and when there are more than two winners we will have a lot of fun. When we have a lot of fun, we are happy. When we are happy, we are not hungry. When we are not hungry, we are not hungry.

I should have told you before about my recent trip to Philadelphia. I am going to be there next week. I am going to be there next week.

The Firm was formed in the late 1960s by the band's lead singer, Ronnie Wood, who had previously been the lead singer of the band Faces. The band's name is derived from the firm, strong, and sturdy image associated with the group's sound and style. The Firm was a popular act in the UK during the late 1960s and early 1970s, and they have continued to perform to this day.

The Firm is known for their powerful stage presence and their ability to captivate audiences with their energetic performances. Their music spans a wide range of genres, including rock, blues, and soul. The band has released numerous albums throughout their career, and their songs continue to be popular with fans around the world.

In conclusion, The Firm is a band with a rich history and a dedicated following. Their music continues to be enjoyed by fans old and new, and they are sure to provide an exciting performance for any audience lucky enough to see them live. Check out their upcoming tour dates and make sure to catch them if they're coming to a city near you.
Monday, May 13, 1985

The GREEK WEEK!
From the Manager’s Desk

By Anthony G. Fagen Sports Editor

As Sports Editor this past semester, I have enjoyed the wonderful winter season we have been able to cover here in The Comment. From the Celtics moving on in the playoffs, to Cathy Baker and the Women’s NCAA Regional final basketball team, there have been many memorable stories this past year in Bridgewater State athletics. To everyone who has been a part of this success, you deserve our congratulations.

In this last column need not fear. You can look forward to the same columns and features that you have come to expect. The Comment will continue to cover the events and happenings that are important to our community. We welcome your feedback and suggestions on how to make The Comment even better.

We have the largest selection of cars, motorcycles, scooters, etc. that you can buy. We have the most popular models of cars, motorcycles, scooters, etc. which are in high demand. We have the most sophisticated cars, motorcycles, scooters, etc. which are in high demand.

Here are some tips on how to keep your car in good shape:

1. Check the fluids regularly.
2. Keep the tires inflated to the correct pressure.
3. Wash your car regularly.
4. Wax your car regularly.
5. Take your car to a professional for regular maintenance.

We also have the largest selection of cars, motorcycles, scooters, etc. which are in high demand. We have the most popular models of cars, motorcycles, scooters, etc. which are in high demand.

The Comment staff would like to wish everyone a safe and happy summer. We look forward to seeing you all in the fall.

Anthony G. Fagen
Sports Editor
From the Manager's Desk

By Mike Jankowski

Senior Staff Writer

The senior staff writer position has been vacated for the past semester, so we welcome back Mike Jankowski, the former management/production editor, to fill the gap.

Mike has been with The Comment for three years, and his contributions have been invaluable. He has helped shape the paper into what it is today, and we are excited to have him back to lead the staff.

As always, we encourage all students to get involved and contribute to The Comment. Whether you are interested in writing, design, or production, there is a role for everyone.

Thank you, Mike, for all your hard work and dedication to The Comment.
Wishes you a great summer!

Livin

Dear P.J.

Dear P.J.,

Last week I put my foot in my mouth and have been unable to get it out. Help me, please.

—Andrew

Dear Foot,

Well, it is better to have your foot in your mouth than someone else's up your nose!

—Jennifer

Word Twisters

Word Search

The Comment Staff

Rent Ra

SSAMH

GPEILDE

ERMUNB

OOTTA

Why did they close the restaurant on the moon? No answer:

"Assault and Buttery"

RENT RA

Word Search

BLCKINKYD

MOCANDLES

HAEDEBNRE

SLJOINKOTAYA

CHROPEXTM

SEQSCYWNFV

TRMYHHRHD

ARZTPRIZOL

CRAJSTPS

YURLWISVMA

ONPUTASIN

CHAINSMBAY

1. Baby Oil 8. Leather
2. Betta 9. Mazes
3. Candles 10. Nympho
4. Chains 11. Rope
5. Episay 12. Satin
7. Knky

Living

Dear P.J.

Dear P.J.,

I seem to be developing a strange eating habit. I eat pickles and ice cream all day long. When I'm not eating them I'm craving them. What is wrong with me, could I be pregnant?

—Doug D. Quack

Dear Doug,

See a doctor quick, you could be the first male ever to be pregnant!

—P.J.

Aquarius(Jan 21-Feb 19)

Dear P.J.,

If you're thinking of taking a swim this week, DON'T! The sharks are sure to get you.

—P.J.

Dear P.J.,

See a doctor quick, you could be the first male ever to be pregnant!

—P.J.

Uraga (Sep 24-Oct 23)

A tall scary creature will come to visit this week.

—P.J.

Graduation (grah-jew-nashun) The award or acceptance of an academic degree or diploma.

"If at first you don't succeed, try, and try again."

What did the produce manager say to the rude carrot?

Don't be such a fresh vegetable!!

By Laura Clark

Word Search
The Comment Staff

wishes you a great summer
Monday, May 13, 1985

**The Comment**

---

**Headline**

A controversial decision rocked the halls of Boyden last week when it was announced that President Adrian Rondileau was going to visit Blitzburg Cemetery. Blitzburg is infamous as the burial place of some of the most heinous acts in history. The decision has faced the college community and, as a result, has levied seven criticism against Rondileau's policy.

When asked to explain his decision, Rondileau said, "Surely the Lawrencian regime is one of the most heinous in recorded history. We must never allow such acts to happen. After all, the cemetery is right next to the Art Building. We will use it every day anyways."

---

**Fooley Endorsed**

The No Comment is publicly endorsing Dimitrie Fooley Jr., for SGA Senator. He is one of the oldest students at BSC and one of the most respected in all phases of life. Dimitrie has not been proven as a reliable student. The story of campaigning in the Rondileau's name has never been proven. Another seemingly false fact is that Dimitrie has been a permanent member of the SGA. He has been absolutely useless since his name was added to the ballot.

In all, the No Comment feels that Dimitrie is the best candidate and deserving of your vote.

---

**BSC Swimming Pool**

New hours reserved for skinny dippers!!

Wednesday Afternoons 12:00 to 3:00 p.m.
No suits required
Free pictures for those present.

---

**A Bowl of Fruit**

For free pictures for first 10 swimmers

---

**FAGEN, HARDY, AND RAND ASSOCIATES**

Specialists in Shugan Research and Materials Long Lost Boyfriends Sought and Returned

Call 1-222-222-2222 Operator 3456789 Ex. 10


---

**News Briefs**

The Great Bill is in. WRMP plays a song you've heard before.

S.G.A. debates five hours over $3.50 for disposable ash trays.

Meet Bonogoli bad tasting wine.

The Comment parking lot has been declared a separate state.

The Campus Police run out of tickets, the campus is now in motion.

The Comment Cafe announced new lunch hours and expects to please the Sack Sorelle in orbit.

To be erected Connecticut do this.

---

**Dr. TBA**

By Kristie Roberts Staff Writer

A new organization on campus, founded by Tim Sheard, Dr. TBA, is a rapid source of resources for students. The group is currently working on creating a newsletter to help students network and find resources. The organization aims to be a support system for students and to provide a platform for students to share their work.

---

**No News Is Good News**

---

**The Comment**

---

**The Great Hill is go condo.**

---

**BSC Swimming Pool**

New hours reserved for skinny dippers!!

Wednesday Afternoons 12:00 to 3:00 p.m.
No suits required
Free pictures for those present.

---

**A Bowl of Fruit**

For free pictures for first 10 swimmers

---

**FAGEN, HARDY, AND RAND ASSOCIATES**

Specialists in Shugan Research and Materials Long Lost Boyfriends Sought and Returned

Call 1-222-222-2222 Operator 3456789 Ex. 10


---
The No Comment has come to the conclusion that Nathaniel Douglasswhite is a real asset to the SGA. Nat has been an asset to the President, Treasurer, Secretary, and the rest of the SGA. As a matter of fact he is a real charge kind of guy. He looks under everyone's desk but the one he was busy looking under. The No Comment says that there is a connection between his dressing habits and Douglasswhite. The No Comment staff is putting out a plea for Nat Douglasswhite to return to public office.

Larry Dennis, a law firm's new office manager and a career rising star, Larry Douglasswhite to take charge of the firm. Larry Douglasswhite was following in his father's footsteps in the profession, but he was accused of being a man of many talents. When The No Comment entered the GAS chambers, they were shocked and horrified to see the President of GAS playing with paper dolls. And has anyone actually seen Larry Dennis' mental condition that has been described as "bipolar disorder." The No Comment has decided considering Larry Dennis' mental condition that he is more than qualified to serve as GAS President.

The No Comment is publicly endorsing Dominic Pooles Jr. for SGA Senator. He is one of the oldest students at BSC and one of the most experienced in all phases of life. Don is getting a bad rap and we believe it is undeserved. The stories of campaigning in the Rat's bathrooms have not been proven. Another unsupported fact is that Don's nose is a permanent shade of brown. He has anyone actually seen Don snuggling against Tiffany and giving her to BSC Beauty. All in all The No Comment feels that Don Pooles is the best candidate and deserving of your vote.

Dr. TBA

After years of dedicated service to the students of BSC Dr. TBA has finally retired from them. She is widely known for her diversity of classes that she teaches. She has great expertise in courses such as library information as well as knowledge in the fields of physics and psychology.

Although Dr. TBA is absent from all of her classes, other computer professors take her place. Dr. TBA is in the office of a mysterious woman. No one has actually ever met her, but it is assumed that she exists. Her separate appears in the course catalogs every quarter, under every department. The course given for her courses are not named at all, and it is the price in the office that she is a "classie." The Board of Trustees, who named her, think that she deserves the honor for her willingness to teach anything. Dr. TBA hasn't been notified of the new courses, yet were caught up in the terrible time period so well W T T (Ways To Be Mean's Wallet Too Tight) Not only are these top rated courses of the S.S. buried there, but those poor children.

The greatest criticism has been received from T.C.W.T.B. (Those Crack With You Talent.) T.C.W.T.B. has been prescribing the current administration to get Ridendall to can his trip. "We can't believe that he is going there," T.C.W.T.B. spontaneous said. "Especially, at this time of year. We were actually looking forward to a fresh start. We have tried in the past to do things, and now he does it all up again and papers our on final words. Oh, what a shock!!" Kevin Deaver plans to write an article in support of Ridendall's visit. Deever said, "Hey, what the hell? Call's comment. No, it relationshipism. Has even called it a new who stands by his words is a man of principle. After all, the continent is right next to the Art Building. We will use it every day anyways.

Ridendall plans on taking the new BSC prison jet. "He has just wouldn't be cooler for a trip of this magnitude." Ridendall reasons, and plans on parochi- sing onto Quasimodo. "This will symbolize the landing on D-day, and besides, I have always wanted to go parochising." The debate over the which matter goes on. (Guerilligent Press International)


**NEW GER STANDARDS**

The ‘Generally Education Requirements Subcommittee of the Curricular Committee met last week to their final phases of hearings for changes in the Generally Education Requirements, known commonly as GERs. After extensive research on the facts and the analysis, there was some widespread agreement on some points.

First off, all freshmen will be required to take EN-101, 102, 103, 104, 105, and 106 and need a 9.0 in the first three parts to be exempted from the rest. Any freshman who does not pass these levels or be exempted will be required to take EN-101, 102, 103, 104, 105, and 106 and need a 9.0 in the first three parts to be exempted from the rest.

The History Department has made no carved in stone decision as of yet. The department showed its agreement by writing in the plan.

Math majors have several requirements that involve marrying off all of the rest of us. The Human Biology, Physics One, Two, and Three exams will be replaced by majors and can be used as a GER exam by recommendation. It’s in the course you ask. If you don’t know, we suggest you read this classification.

But enough about Department changes. Remember Library laws! Its bibliography now must include every library book in the building. Reference sources must take an additional 100 level in the standard bibliographic information class in Y.U.P. (What’s in the library? It’s the library). The clubs finding absolutely nothing for anyone ever seen it.